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DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

LEGISLATION AND REGULATION COMMITTEE 
MINUTES 

DATE: July 10, 2008 

LOCATION: Department of Consumer Affairs 
    Hearing Room, Suite S 102 
    1625 North Market Blvd. 
    Sacramento, CA 95834 

BOARD MEMBERS 
PRESENT: Robert Graul, RPh, Chairperson 
    Andrea Zinder, Public Member 
    Robert Swart, PharmD 
    Bill Powers, Public Member 
    Shirley Wheat, Public Member 

STAFF PRESENT: Virginia Herold, Executive Officer 
    Anne Sodergren, Assistant Executive Officer 
    Tina Thomas, Analyst 

Chairperson Robert Graul called the meeting to order at 1:04 p.m. 

Legislative and Regulatory Proposals for 2008 

Board Sponsored Legislation for 2008 

SB 1307 (Ridley-Thomas) Electronic Pedigree 
This bill contains additional provisions to improve implementation issues involving 
serialization and electronic pedigrees.  Specifically, it specifies that the serialization 
number must be contained in the electronic pedigree, staggers the implementation 
dates for e-pedigree compliance, allows for the grandfathering in of existing drug stock 
in the supply chain, and allows the board to establish criteria for inference requirements 
by regulation. 
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Due to further pending amendments to this bill, Chairperson Graul suggested further 
discussion be held at the July Board Meeting. The bill discussion is scheduled for July 
24, 2008. 

Ms. Herold reviewed items from the July 2008 Board Meeting Agenda and stated that 
the agenda will be mailed out tomorrow. She added that there is too much on the 
agenda on the first day of the meeting, therefore SB 1307 discussion will occur on the 
second day.  The committee agreed to delay discussion. 

SB 1779 (Omnibus) 

Ms. Herold indicated that most provisions contained in the omnibus bill already been 
approved by the board. She indicated that there is one new provision, which is a 
proposed amendment to Section 4161 regarding non-resident wholesalers.  Ms. Herold 
explained that, during the recodification process in 2004, the language was slightly 
changed. The language has caused an issue in relation to wholesalers who are not 
located in the state of California, but are moving product in California.  During a recent 
cite and fine, the company went to hearing and insisted that they were exempt because 
they are not physically located within the California boundaries. This provision 
essentially will restore the provision to indicate that if a non-resident wholesaler is doing 
business outside of California, but moving products within California, they still have to 
be licensed in California. Ms. Herold added that the board has approved all other 
changes within the bill. She noted that the deputy attorney general who represented the 
board on this case helped draft the language. 

Ms. Sodergren indicated that all other provisions of the bill were previously voted on.  
She noted that some of the provisions relating to the pharmacist-in-charge reporting 
requirements which were presented to the Business and Professions Committee were 
problematic and required additional clarification.  As such, these were not included in 
this year’s bill. 

Ms. Herold explained that some senate members were not comfortable with the some of 
the provisions, and there was not sufficient time to address their concerns.  Therefore 
those specific provisions will be addressed next year. 

MOTION: To approve the revision to the language of the bill to include Business and 
Professions Code section 4161 and recommend the provision to the board. 

M/S: BP/RS 

Approve: 4 Oppose: 0 
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Legislation of Interest 

Active Bills 

AB 501 (Swanson) – Pharmaceutical Devices 
Ms. Sodergren stated that this bill is sponsored by the Alameda County Board of 
Supervisors and would require a pharmaceutical manufacturer whose product is 
administered for home use through a prefilled syringe, prefilled pen, or other prefilled 
injection device to provide upon request of a consumer, a postage prepaid mail-back 
sharps container for safe disposal of the used device or a sharps container for storage 
and transport to a sharps consolidation location. 

Chairperson Graul asked if there have been any changes since the board took the initial 
support position on the bill. 

Ms. Sodergren responded that there have been amendments which relate to allowing 
alternative solutions of disposal for manufacturers to comply with regulation (versus 
mailback program exclusively). 

Ms. Herold added that they’ve made the provisions less stringent. 

Ms. Herold stated that she recently attended a “take back drug” seminar and noted that 
one of the discussions dealt specifically with syringes. Ms. Herold was concerned over 
the statistic provided at the seminar, indicating that there are one billion needles and 
syringes being disposed of in California annually. 

Board position: Support 

AB 865 (Davis) State Agencies: Live Customer Service Agents 
Ms. Sodergren indicated that this bill would require specified state agencies to answer 
incoming phone calls within 10 rings by either a live customer service agent or 
automated telephone answering equipment which then must include an option to reach 
a live customer service agent. 

Ms. Sodergren stated that board’s phone tree did comply with the requirements of the 
bill. She added that the bill was recently amended and, according to DCA counsel, it no 
longer applies to the Board of Pharmacy. 

Mr. Powers stated that he thought the bill was already a law.  

Ms. Herold concurred and noted that the board strives to answer the phones within 10 
rings and provide a “0” out option early on in the automated system. 

Board position: Neutral 
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AB 1394 (Krekorian) Counterfeit: Trademarks 
The committee was advised that this bill establishes stronger penalties for counterfeit 
trademarking, and further defines what would be considered counterfeit.  The bill would 
remove the requirement that the sale of counterfeit mark be intentional and also make it 
a misdemeanor or a felony for a business entity to willfully manufacture, sell or 
knowingly possess for sale any counterfeit registered trademark. 

Ms. Sodergren stated that the bill has been significantly amended, which includes 
penalties not being as strong as initially introduced. 

Steve Gray (Kaiser Permanente) confirmed that it removes the issue of someone 
knowingly selling something that is counterfeit.  He clarified that the bill removes the 
distinction between a pharmacist knowingly receiving counterfeit drugs versus 
knowingly dispensing (selling) a counterfeit drug.  The concern is over the pharmacist 
intentionally selling it but unknowingly receiving the counterfeit drug, and being held 
responsible for that counterfeit drug. 

Mr. Powers pointed out that Kaiser has not taken an opposed position on the bill. 

Dr. Gray responded that they do have an organization analyzing the bill, but wants to 
ensure the board’s understanding of the issue of distinction as he described. 

Chairperson Graul asked for clarification on Kaiser’s position on the bill. 

Dr. Gray stated that, as an organization they do not have a position. He stated however, 
that as a professional he is concerned as to whether the board understands the 
distinction that has now been made in the bill between holding a pharmacist liable for 
selling something they did not know was counterfeit. 

Andrea Zinder asked Dr. Gray to indicate the revision in the bill which is of discussion. 

Dr. Gray provided the language of the bill in discussion and referenced the analysis as 
well. 

Chairperson Graul recommended delaying any action or position on the bill in order to 
discuss the amended language further with counsel. 

Ms. Herold asked if Kaiser would be involved.   

Dr. Gray indicated that it is not probable at this point in the process. 

Mr. Powers noted that the summary of the bill does not state the language in question.  
He also added that it is interesting that there is no opposition on the bill at all. 

Committee Recommendation: None 
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AB 1436 (Hernandez) Nurse Practitioners 
Ms. Sodergren indicated that this bill would revise the educational requirements for 
qualification or certification as a nurse practitioner and would require a nurse 
practitioner to be certified by a nationally recognized body approved by the Board of 
Registered Nursing. The bill would also expand the scope of practice to allow a nurse 
practitioner to perform comprehensive health care services as specified and is 
authorized to admit and discharge patients from health facilities, change a treatment 
regimen and initiate an emergency procedure in collaboration with healing arts 
practitioners. 

Ms. Sodergren stated that the bill has now been expanded but still not discuss any 
expanded prescription authority. 

Ms. Herold noted that the board wanted to be kept apprised of this particular bill, but the 
scope of practice lies with another agency. 

Dr. Gray indicated that Kaiser nurse practitioners have stated that this bill strengthens 
the requirements of nurse practitioners (including national certification) and requires 
them to be personally accountable.  He added that the bill also requires them to refer to 
a practitioner when it is in the best interest of the patient.  Dr. Gray noted that this is 
particularly relevant in the case of pharmaceutical operations, as it was not clear in the 
law prior as to whether a nurse practitioner could refer a patient to a pharmacist who 
was practicing as part of a health care team. Dr. Gray stated that he feels the board 
should support of the bill for the reasons presented.  

Chairperson Graul asked for confirmation that Kaiser does not have a position on the 
bill. 

Dr. Gray confirmed that Kaiser Permanente as an organization has not taken a position, 
but that pharmacy operations within Kaiser feel that the bill should be supported. 

Chairperson Graul asked if he believes Kaiser will take a support position. 

Dr. Gray stated that he believes they will, but noted that California Medical Association 
is not necessarily supporting the bill. 

Committee Recommendation: None 

AB 1574 (Plescia) Surgical clinics:  licensure 
Ms. Sodergren reviewed the bill and indicated that the bill would expand the board’s 
licensing authority to issue a clinic permit to surgical clinics that are Medicare certified or 
accredited by a recognized agency and require the board to perform periodic 
inspections and establish a self-assessment requirement. 
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Ms. Sodergren noted that similar provisions were in AB 2122 (Plescia). AB 2122 was 
held in Appropriations Committee as a suspense item and did not pas out of committee.  
She added that a recent court decision (the Capen decision) determined that the 
Department of Public Health (DPH) does not have jurisdiction and cannot issue licenses 
to surgical clinics that are in part or wholly-owned by physicians.  She added that, 
because Business and Professions Code § 4190 only allows the Board of Pharmacy to 
issue clinic licenses to those licensed by DPH, there are several surgical clinics that are 
being impacted by the Capen decision.  

Ms. Sodergren noted that the board has had a support position on two previous bills 
that also expanded the board’s authority to issue clinic licenses. 

Ms. Herold discussed two clinics that were unable to obtain licenses as needed 
because they do not fit the criteria of being licensed with DPH.  She added that this bill 
would provide them with the means by which they can receive the benefits of receiving 
their drug supply at the wholesale acquisition cost and more importantly, can have 
commingled drugs under a centralized location and under centralized control. Without 
that, each individual practitioner must maintain their own drug supply or the clinic 
director has to purchase the drugs individually. 

Ms. Zinder asked for clarification that Ms. Herold is recommending a support position. 

Ms. Herold confirmed. She noted that there was a prior bill that was stalled in 
appropriations due to the cost of other provisions within the bill, not the cost of the 
provision being discussed here.  She noted that the individual costs to the board would 
be offset by the licensee fees. 

Dr. Swart asked whether the board has the authority and resources available in terms of 
staffing additional inspectors to regulate the bill.  He noted that he is hesitant to support 
a bill if we are unable to provide staffing resources. 

Ms. Herold responded that they are running a risk because the board does not 
necessarily have the additional staff to provide the inspections which the bill would 
require. She did note that they have attached a fiscal to the bill indicating that an 
additional inspector will be needed in order to conduct annual inspections to those 
entities that are not regulated under another agency.  The board staff does feel that they 
will be successful in obtaining the additional staff through the budget process because 
of the inspection requirements of the bill, but it is not definite. 

Ms. Wheat asked is such language authorizing the additional staff is included in the 
language. 

Ms. Herold responded that there is no language in the bill.  The board has provided a 
fiscal analysis, and that language is not addressed until after the bill is enacted. 
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Mr. Powers confirmed that there is a fiscal analysis by the Committees and they expect 
this bill to go through. He confirmed that the 400 pharmacies affected would offset the 
cost by paying fees, and that the income should match the expenses.   

Ms. Herold added that they would need to find another way to augment inspector staff 
(via budget change proposal) as current staff is tapped out. 

Ms. Wheat asked how surgical clinics currently provide drugs.   

Ms. Sodergren explained that each practitioner carries his or her own drug supply. 

Greg Hurner (State and Consumer Services Agency) stated that they are not the 
primary on this bill, but that there are a couple of different approaches to address the 
legal case, and there are some concerns about dueling approaches to this, and that this 
may be the approach they have concerns with. 

Ms. Sodergren responded that she believes DPH has also suggested a legislative fix, 
but doesn’t believe they have an author. 

Mr. Hurner stated that there are a couple of varying approaches on solutions to address 
the issue, and there are some concerns to the approach in discussion.   

Ms. Sodergren provided clarification in stating that she believes DPH is looking at their 
fix to the Capen decision separately from the board’s issue at hand.  She indicated that 
the issue for DPH is that they can no longer issue or regulate a surgical center and is 
looking for a legislative fix to that which is independent of what the Board of Pharmacy 
is addressing. The board is only looking at who is going to maintain a drug supply or 
whether they will allow commingling of the drug supply.  

Motion: To support AB 1574 

M/S: AZ/BP 

Support: 4 Oppose: 0 

AB 1587 (De La Torre) Personal Information: pharmacy 
This bill would exclude from the definition of marketing a written communication or 
written message provided to a pharmacy patient by a pharmacist or pharmacy 
personnel that meets specified conditions. 

Ms. Sodergren advised that, according to the sponsor, this bill would not be moved this 
year. 

Committee Recommendation: None 
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AB 2756 (Duvall) Pharmacists:  furnishing drugs during an emergency 
Ms. Sodergren stated that the bill would specify that, for purposes of furnishing 
dangerous drugs and devices during an emergency, a pharmacist is not required to 
await a declaration of emergency as long the declaration is reasonably anticipated due 
to the severity of the emergency or natural disaster. 

Board Position: Support 

SB 963 (Ridley-Thomas) Regulatory Boards:  sunset review
Ms. Sodergren indicated that this bill replaces the process whereby a sunsetted board 
becomes a bureau in the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) with reconstitution of 
the board's members, and specifies other reporting requirements.  

Ms. Sodergren advised that the bill has been significantly amended, and that the bill is 
still a work in progress. She stated that additional amendments are anticipated. She 
added that it might be premature to take a position at this time. 

Ms. Zinder asked what the board’s status is in the mean time. 

Ms. Herold responded that, if you we do not get an extension, the Board of Pharmacy 
has one more year to exist as a board and will sunset.  She added that next year we will 
have to have this bill or another bill to move the date back to avoid being sunsetted.  
Ms. Herold stated that there is a meeting tomorrow between executive officers, the 
Department and lobbyists to discuss amendments. Ms. Herold requested the board to 
allow the meeting to take place in order to provide some direction on a decision. She 
pointed out that the sunset review process, which was of value many years prior, does 
not receive much legislative interest anymore. 

Mr. Powers confirmed that this is a Committee bill. 

Committee Recommendation: None 

SB 1270 (Cedillo) Pharmacy: dangerous drug and devices pedigree 
Ms. Sodergren advised that this bill would create an electronic pedigree task force to 
provide the board with updates regarding industry readiness on the implementation of 
the pedigree requirements as well as to submit an annual report to the board and 
specified legislative committees. 

Ms. Herold noted that the fiscal cost to the board for this task force would be $150,000, 
spread over a couple of years. 
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Dr. Swart recommended to take either no position or oppose, as we already have 
significant information and updates being provided by the industry during the 
Enforcement Committee meetings, and does not feel the redundancy is necessary. 

Board Position: None 

SB 1441 (Ridley-Thomas) Healing Arts Practitioners:  substance abuse
Ms. Sodergren stated that this committee or the board has not previously reviewed this 
bill. The bill would create the Substance Abuse Coordination Committee with the 
Department of Consumer Affairs to develop uniform and specific standards that each 
healing arts board would be required to use in dealing with substance-abusing 
licensees. 

Ms. Sodergren noted that the Board of Pharmacy does not use a Diversion Evaluation 
Committee structure currently being used in other boards. Rather, the board has a 
committee consisting of a consultant, supervising inspector and staff manager that 
monitor the board informal and formal referrals.  She stated that the intent of the 
legislation is to strengthen diversion programs and review the Board of Pharmacy’s 
diversion program as well as others within DCA in order to determine a consistent and 
uniform program structure, which will better protect the public.  Ms. Sodergren added 
that several of the boards listed within this legislation are being given a program 
manager to make treatment recommendations for the individuals in the program. She 
stated that the board already uses a program manager to complete many of the 
functions detailed in the legislative proposal. She added that the legislation would also 
create a committee within the DCA which would include all of the Executive Officers’ 
involvement in establishing guidelines for evaluating criteria and address issues of 
relapses. 

Ms. Herold explained the goal, which is to strengthen the department’s diversion 
program overall and to provide parameters to make them more centralized.  She added 
that one of outcomes is that the board may be adopting a program that will have very 
similar disciplinary guidelines to the board’s program.  Ms. Herold pointed out that the 
board’s current program is very strong, and that recently one of the participants of the 
program sent a letter to the Senate Business and Professions Committee indicating that 
the Board of Pharmacy’s program is too stringent. 

Mr. Powers feels that they should take no position at this time. 

Committee Recommendation: None 

The committee was advised that information on inactive bills was provided in the 
packet. 
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Board Approved Regulations – Awaiting Notice (Status Update) 

Repeal of 16 CCR §§ 1716.1 and 1716.2 and amendment to 16 CCR § 1751-1751.8 
and adoption of 16 CCR §§1735-1735.8 – Pharmacies that Compound 
The committee was advised that current pharmacy law provides the authority for a 
pharmacist to compound drug products as well as compound sterile injectable products.  
As required in Business and Professions Code section 4127, the board adopted 
regulations to implement the provisions for pharmacies that compound sterile injectable 
products. There are no similar provisions in regulation to detail the requirements for 
pharmacies that complete general compounding.  Ms. Sodergren pointed out that this 
proposal would establish guidelines to provide uniformity in compounding for California 
consumers. 

At the January 2008 Board Meeting, the board conducted a regulation hearing to hear 
testimony about the regulation proposal that establishes requirements for pharmacies 
that compound medications.  As a result of this regulation hearing, the board voted to 
complete a 15-day notice with revised language to address some of the written 
comments received and oral testimony provided.   

Given the significant amount of comments submitted and testimony provided, staff 
recommended and the board voted to withdraw the rulemaking to allow time to further 
refine the draft language. 

Ms. Sodergren noted that the staff planned to notice the revised rulemaking in advance 
of the July 2008 Board Meeting, however because of conflicting priorities within the 
department’s legal office, were unable to submit by the deadline to allow for action by 
the board in July. Staff will notice the rulemaking for action by the board at the October 
2008 Board Meeting.  

Chairperson Graul asked if there have been any significant changes in the proposed 
language. 

Ms. Sodergren stated that there have been no significant changes and that the board 
previously approved the language. 

Dr. Swart clarified that the regulation language does not affect general compounding 
practices and individual compounding situations. 

Ms. Herold stated that there have been a number of amendments and modifications to 
the proposed language over the last couple of years and that it should now be in its final 
form. She stated that at the April Board Meeting the action taken was only an effort to 
make it a clean rulemaking process.  She added that legal must review the final version 
before it leaves the department and there was a delay in that process. 

Bill Swanger (CSHP) asked if there was a timeline for filing of the bill. 
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Ms. Herold responded that, since we are starting over, it is unknown. 

Ms. Sodergren stated that it would most likely be in August, as the 45-day comment 
period will be over in advance of the October Board Meeting. 

Proposed Addition to 16 CCR §1785 – Self-Assessment of a Veterinary Food-Animal 
Drug Retailer 
Ms. Sodergren stated that the adoption of Section 1785 of the California Code of 
Regulations would establish a self-assessment form for veterinary food-animal drug 
retailers and require the designated representative-in-charge to complete this form to 
ensure compliance with pharmacy law. This form would also aid these licensees in 
complying with legal requirements of their operations and therefore increase public 
safety as a result of this compliance.   

The committee was advised that the draft form was reviewed and approved at the 
September 2007 Enforcement Committee Meeting.  During the October 2007 Board 
Meeting, the board voted to approve the regulation for the 45-day comment period. 

Mr. Powers asked if the regulation proposal is moving forward. 

Ms. Herold responded that they are recruiting for a staff manager and this will be one of 
their duties. She added that this is for information only at this stage. 

Proposed Amendment to 16 CCR §1780 – Update the USP Standards Reference 
Material 
The committee was advised that CCR §1780 sets minimum standards for drug 
wholesalers.  Section 1780(b) references the 1990 edition of the United States 
Pharmacopeia Standards (USP Standards) for temperature and humidity standards.  
The USP Standards is updated and published annually.  Consequently, this section 
requires an amendment to amend Section 1780(b) to reflect the 2005 version of the 
publication and to hold wholesalers accountable to the latest standards. 

Ms. Sodergren indicated that at the April 2007 Legislation and Regulation Committee 
Meeting, the committee heard public comment warning the board of unintended 
consequences by referencing the current USP Standards Reference Materials and was 
advised to review the updates made in the USP Standards Reference Material 
referenced in the proposed language to ensure that the board was fully aware of and in 
support of the USP changes. Given this, board staff did not include this proposed 
regulation change, but rather requested input from the pharmacy industry to highlight 
potential problems with referencing the 2005 edition of the USP Standards Reference 
Material. 

Ms. Sodergren stated that to date board staff has not received any additional 
information or concerns about pursuing this change and is seeking guidance from the 
committee on whether to pursue this regulation change. 
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Dr. Gray confirmed his prior suggestion to the board to delay moving forward in order to 
review any significant changes and their impact.  He stated that he thought someone 
from Kaiser had already submitted the input. Dr. Gray said that he would go back and 
ask for the information to be provided to the board. 

Ms. Herold noted that there is a concern over this becoming an archive issue and 
having difficulty in obtaining a specific prior USP version.  She stated that they are 
waiting for input from the subcommittee before moving forward. 

Dr. Gray reiterated he would go back and request information again. 

Proposed Adoption of 16 CCR §1751.8 – Accreditation Agencies for Pharmacies that 
Compound Injectable Sterile Drug Products 
Business and Professions Code section 4127.1 requires a separate license to 
compound injectable sterile drug products.  Ms. Sodergren advised that section 
4127.1(d) provides exemptions to the licensing requirement for pharmacies that have 
current accreditation from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations, or other private accreditation agencies approved by the board.  Since the 
inception of this statute, the board has approved two such agencies. 

The committee was advised that the proposed regulation would specify the criteria the 
board uses to evaluate these agencies.   

At the July 2007 Board Meeting, the board voted to move this proposal.   

Ms. Herold stated we should not expect to see the final ruling until January 2009. 

Proposed Amendment to 16 CCR §§1721 and 1723.1 – Dishonest Conduct on a 
Pharmacist Licensure Examination/Confidentiality. 
Ms. Sodergren advised that at the October 2007 Board Meeting, the board voted to 
approve proposed amendments to 16 CCR 1721 and 1723.1 that would strengthen the 
penalty an applicant would incur for dishonest conduct during an examination as well as 
further clarify the penalty an applicant would incur for conveying or exposing any part of 
the licensing examination. 

The committee was advised that the recommendation was generated from the board’s 
competency committee, which is responsible for the development of the CPJE 
examination. According to the board’s current exam psychometrician, the cost to 
generate a new test item is $2,000/item.  Compromised test items pose not only a 
financial loss to the board, but also inhibit the board’s ability to test for minimum 
competency, and if an otherwise incompetent applicant passes the exam because the 
exam has been compromised, such a breach is a public safety issue 

Ms. Sodergren stated that the board has previously approved the language and we are 
awaiting notice. 
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Board Adopted Regulations 

Ms Sodergren stated that at the April 2008 Board Meeting, the board voted to adopt a 
regulation change to amend Title 16 CCR 1760 – Disciplinary Guidelines.  She stated 
that during discussion at this Board Meeting, counsel recommended that the board 
strengthen the response to comments submitted during the written comment period.  
Ms. Sodergren added that staff is awaiting further explanation from counsel for inclusion 
in the rulemaking. Upon receipt of this information, staff will move forward to compile 
the rulemaking file to submit for administrative review. 

Proposed Regulation Language for Committee Consideration 

Amend Title 16 CCR section §1773 – Disciplinary Conditions of Probation of a 
Pharmacist and Adopt Title 16 CCR §1773.5 - Ethics Course for Pharmacists 
The committee was advised that at the October 2007 Board Meeting, the board voted to 
pursue a regulation proposal to develop an ethics course for pharmacists, modeled after 
the program used by the Medical Board of California.  She added that a subcommittee 
considered program alternatives and the board voted on a program similar to that used 
by the Medical Board. 

The committee was also advised that, based on the results of the committee’s 
recommendation, language could be considered for approval by the full board at the 
July 2008 Board Meeting. 

Ms. Sodergren provided background on the development by the board of an ethics 
course for pharmacists similar to the ethics course in place with the Medical Board.   

Ms. Sodergren advised that, in order for the board to establish this program, they would 
need to put the parameters of the program into regulation as it would be requiring 
pharmacists to comply as part of their terms and conditions of probation.  She stated 
that section 1773 adds in the completion of the ethics course as a possible requirement 
for discipline, and that section 1773.5 details what that course would need to look like.  
Ms Sodergren noted that board reviewed ethics program conducted by the Institute for 
Medical Quality who provided a presentation to the board.   

Ms. Herold stated that the board needed to draft language, and noted that the language 
is very similar to that of the ethics course established with the Medical Board.  

Motion: To support the amendments of 16 CCR §1773 – Disciplinary Conditions of 
Probation of a Pharmacist and to adopt Title 16 CCR §1773.5 – Ethics Course for 
Pharmacists. 

M/S: BP/AZ 

Approve: 4 Oppose: 0 
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Amend Title 16 CCR section § 1715 – Self Assessment Forms 
The committee was advised that board staff would begin work to update the Self-
Assessment forms to incorporate changes made in pharmacy law since its last revision 
in 2007. As these forms are incorporated by reference in section 1715, the board must 
pursue a regulation change to require use of the new form. 

The committee was also advised that, based on the results of the committee’s 
recommendation, language could be considered by the full board at the July 2008 
Board Meeting. 

Ms. Sodergren indicated that this is proposed language that the committee has not 
seen. She explained that the board needs to vote to pursue the regulation change, 
which can be done as a section 100 change.  She added that the proposal changes 
revision date and then self-assessment form will be updated.  

Ms. Herold clarified that the requirement is that the self-assessment form be completed 
every odd-numbered year. Thus, this is the time the process needs to be started in 
order to have the revisions ready for 2009. She explained that the proposal is in the 
current form because we need to wait until October to know what new pharmacy law will 
enacted in January 2009. 

Mr. Powers stated that there is only a date change.   

Ms. Herold confirmed, and explained that we don’t know what bills will come into place 
in pharmacy law between today and the time the board will be asked to take a position. 

Dr. Swart clarified that we would be approving board staff to make any changes that 
may occur between now and January 2009, with the discretion of the Executive Officer. 

Ms. Herold added that the board would be directing the staff to make sure that the self-
assessment form is kept current, and that it is appropriately updated for pharmacists to 
conduct the self-assessment on July 1, 2009. 

Dr. Gray asked if that means industry will get a chance to see the language of the self-
assessment form or is this direction for the board to move forward. 

Ms. Sodergren explained that a section 100 change is not noticed, as a standard 
rulemaking would be, as this is only a technical change.  She added that this is a form 
incorporated by reference, which is pharmacy law restated with check boxes, and 
pursued this as a technical change. 

Dr. Gray asked if there would be an opportunity to review the revised form before final 
adoption and allow for comment or input. 

Ms. Herold confirmed. 
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Dr. Gray suggested changing the format to add numbering by section rather than bullet 
points, in order to provide for easier discussion and specify changes more clearly. 

MOTION: To support the amendment to Title 16 CCR Section 1715 

M/S: SW/BP 

Support: 4 Oppose: 0 

Public Requests for Future Legislation and Regulatory Proposals 

Dr. Gray speaking on behalf of the California Pharmacy Foundation advised the board 
that he is active in a new campaign to prevent medication errors, with a specific focus 
on the elderly and the “sandwich generation” (those caring for both elderly parents and 
their children). He stated that this group of consumers needs significant attention, as 
there is a lack of information on dosing for them. Dr. Gray stated that one of the top 
three findings from the campaign’s study is that the prescription label would be most 
helpful if it indicated what the prescription was specifically for (i.e. heart, foot, earache, 
pain, swelling). He indicated research has been done to find out what the pharmacist’s 
view was as to whether they should or could conduct that type of labeling. He noted that 
the results were interesting because of the wide generation of pharmacists, reflecting 
how long they’ve been in practice and when they were trained.  Dr. Gray stated that it 
was not well understood amongst the pharmacists as to whether it is their responsibility 
to know what the issue is and whether the prescription is appropriate, etc.  Dr. Gray 
referred to language with SB 1779 (Omnibus bill) which states that the pharmacist is 
required to provide the information as to what the prescription is for if it is requested.  
He indicated that this language is being interpreted by some pharmacists to indicate 
that they cannot place a label stating what the prescription is for unless the customer 
asks them to do so. Dr. Gray reiterated that a significant amount of errors are a result 
of the customer not being sure of what their prescription is for.  He added that the issue 
is more significant with elderly consumers because of their higher usage of various 
prescriptions. Dr. Gray suggested that the committee consider whether there may be a 
need to propose a change in that section of the language to make it clear that 
pharmacists have the discretion to include on the label what a prescription is for. 

Mr. Powers asked how the pharmacist is supposed to find out what the prescription is 
for. 

Dr. Gray responded that pharmacists are now trained and required to be competent in 
consultation by education and law. He added that pharmacists cannot competently 
consult unless they know what the prescription is for. He stated that they will typically 
talk to the patient or prescriber, check their medical record, etc. Dr. Gray noted that 
some pharmacists have been using this point as an excuse. 
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Mr. Powers pointed out that the consultation occurs after the prescription has been 
prescribed and filled. 

Dr. Gray responded that pharmacists might have to talk to the patient before they put 
the label on. He reiterated this as being one of the top three causes of medication 
errors. Dr. Gray also referred to the SB 472 committee and their efforts to find a 
solution that will allow the information to be placed on label. 

Mr. Powers suggested going before the medical board to suggest that the doctor 
indicate what the drug is for within their prescription. 

Dr. Gray stated that they have tried, but have not been successful.  He stated that there 
is nothing in the Medical Practices Act that specifies in detail what has to be on a 
prescription. Everything that has to do with prescriptions is under pharmacy law.   

Mr. Powers asked for clarification on whether this is already been addressed by the task 
force. 

Dr. Gray noted that the task force has stated that they do not have authority over this. 

Ms. Wheat commented on the handout provided with the prescription by most 
pharmacies. 

Dr. Gray responded that the patient needs to know what it is for them specifically in 
“simple human terms”. 

Dr. Swart agreed with Mr. Powers’ concern in delaying prescription fills if pharmacists 
would need to go back to adding information on the prescription after talking to each 
patient. 

Dr. Gray reiterated the issue at hand which is that, because of training and law, 
pharmacists have thought they weren’t authorized to place the information on the label. 

Chairperson Graul asked for clarification of the proposal. 

Dr. Gray stated that his proposal is to change the labeling statute to make it clear that 
pharmacists are authorized to place the information on the label or to require the 
information to be added to the label. 

Ms. Herold advised that the SB 472 board task force is in the process of collecting 
surveys from the public on input for the labels. She indicated that the board staff would 
bring the data to the July Board Meeting. Ms. Herold stated that one comment has been 
consistent in surveys so far, and that is that they want the information on the label of 
what the drug is for. She confirmed that SB 472 is not empowered to change the 
requirements of the legislation.  She noted, however, that there is the ability to add an 
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element to the label, such as to leave a space on the label and set it up as a 
standardized component without having to get a legislative mandate behind it.           
Ms. Herold reiterated that there is consumer support behind this need. She added, 
however, that every time a similar bill goes to legislature, it does not get far.   

Dr. Gray stated that previous legislation has failed because of privacy issues between 
the doctor and patient. 

Chairperson Graul asked that the item be added to the Board Meeting agenda.   

Ms. Herold stated that the item will be added to the July Board Meeting, and asked Dr. 
Gray to provide language for the proposed amendment to the board by July 15.   

Dr. Gray agreed to provide the language. 

Ms. Herold noted that there would be two speakers at the July Board Meeting 
presenting on the subject of medication errors. In addition, there will be a presentation 
from the Department of Public Health to discuss their requirements of data submitted 
from the hospitals in relation to medication errors. 

Public Comment for Items Not on the Agenda 
There were no public comments. 

The meeting was adjourned at 2:12 p.m. 
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